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Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner has been named one of the law firms most trusted by clients for M&A

in BTI's Law Firms Who Can Get Deals Done.

BTI conducted 325 interviews with legal decision-makers at large corporations with an average

revenue of $22.7 billion to compile this list. BCLP is among 32 law firms mentioned most when

legal decision-makers were asked, "Which law firms can get the deal done no matter

what?" According to BTI Consulting President Michael Rynowecer, that "get it done no matter what"

factor stands out as what is particularly important to clients right now amid the pandemic.

BCLP was also noted in the “Deft Dealmaker” category, which is characterized as “bringing a rare

sense of deal savvy, determination, and boundless energy to get the deal done.”

BTI also recognized the firm as one of the top:

▪ 8% Standout law firms best at Transformative Deals

▪ 3% law firm leaders best at Mega Deals

▪ 5% law firm leaders best at Difficult Deals

▪ 4% law firm leaders best at Deals Attracting Regulatory Scrutiny

▪ 8% standout law firms best at Public Deals

▪ 1% powerhouse law firms best at Private Deals

▪ 1% powerhouse law firms best at Straightforward Deals

BTI noted that not only is there a rise in number of deals post-pandemic, the average deal value also

has risen, and there is an enhanced need for firms that can address M&A opportunities and close

deals despite challenges. With more than 240 lawyers across Europe, Asia, the Middle East and the

U.S., BCLP’s M&A and Corporate Finance Team has the international presence to support clients'

M&A needs globally.
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The BTI Consulting Group is a provider of strategic market research to law firms and professional

services firms. The company conducts private benchmarking, market awareness and client

satisfaction research for organizations worldwide.
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